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Abstract 
Many companies are following and adapting the technological developments in communication area, with high percentage usage 
ratios of web page and mobile applications based services, even as linking them on the social media channels. Besides, internet 
usage and social media has been appeared out as an important channel in every sector. Tourism sector is one of the top sectors in 
this sense and it is adapting these new social media channel and technological communication tools. Almost, every tourism 
companies in Turkey are updating themselves for catching the new wave. Impressively, internet framework covering the mobile 
communication is very powerful in Turkey relative to other emerging economies. Moreover, there are not sufficient data which 
examine the social media effect on the marketing power in Turkey. But, it has become a necessity to analyze social media’s role 
in the manner of marketing and the effects on sales in tourism sector. Another question also appears: Which social media channel 
is preferred for the marketing efforts in Turkey or which channels are used by companies for CRM based efforts? Mainly, 
research, tries to examine the social media and electronic communication effect on marketing in tourism sector. Research method 
is based on qualitative method and data will be collected from hotel managers. Hotels will be selected from Istanbul Hotels in 
Turkey. The research will describe the framework of social media and electronic communication usage for the marketing purpose 
of tourism sector in Turkey that gives acceleration to tourism companies in the manner of benchmarking and road mapping for 
their future efforts. 
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1. Introduction 
Marketing concepts and marketing trends are changing over time with the environmental effects. Usually, 
companies are adapting their selves to this change. In today’s’ business life,  companies are using new technology 
tools based on computer based automation systems with the support of web and mobile oriented applications in their 
business processes. Naturally, companies use these technological tools for their marketing based activities. At the 
same time, developments in communication within last decade, such as social media, shapes the way of marketing.  
 
Social media can be defined as internet oriented applications which posts customer generated content which can 
be described as media impressions shaped by customers’ experiences with easy sharing between the other consumers 
and archiving them on the channels (Blackshaw, 2006). Furthermore, social media creates differentiation on 
competition. For instance, Salesforce.com named company, which is the leader company in CRM (customer 
relationship management) automation systems, has taken the leadership in CRM by using their customers social 
media accounts for communicating and delivering marketing based services over web and mobile applications. 
 
Mainly, tourism industry is known as information oriented (Sheldon, 1997; Wertner & Klein, 1999) and one of 
the top areas in this sense and it is adapting these new social media channel and technological communication tools. 
There are sufficient results which underline those tourism marketers should not ignore the effects of social media in 
distribution of travel oriented information (Xiang Z.; Gretzel U., 2010). Most of the companies in Turkey are trying 
to adapt these changes to create value for themselves for increasing their outputs. Tourism sector is one of the 
leading sectors in Turkey. Almost, every hospitality enterprises in Turkey are updating themselves for catching the 
new wave. Moreover, search engines, online travel sites, web sites and different technological platforms provides 
information exchange between online travelers and companies and builds “online tourism domains” (Xiang et al, 
2008). In addition, internet framework covering the mobile communication is very powerful in Turkey relative to 
other emerging economies. Generally, new developments are implemented by international chain hotels in Turkey 
and small and medium hotels are trying to follow them with their marketing and technological processes. Certainly, 
in the future, internet oriented tourism will use customer integrated technologies more common which enables 
companies to interact with their customers interactively (Buhalis & Law, 2008). 
 
There are not sufficient data which examine the social media effect on the marketing power in Turkey. But, it has 
become a necessity to analyze social media’s role in the manner of marketing and the effects on sales in tourism 
sector. Another question also appears: Which social media channel is preferred for the marketing efforts in Turkey 
or which channels are used by companies for CRM based efforts? Mainly, research, tries to examine the social 
media and electronic communication effect on marketing in tourism sector. Besides, web based technologies and 
mobile applications are examined throughout the research. 
2. Literature Review  
When social media in hospitality is concerned, researches are mostly about the usage and perception of social 
media from the customers’ viewpoint in different approaches. For instance, focusing on the internet search 
preferences and mobile device use of recent travelers, McCarthy et al. (2010) and Verma et al. (2012) find out that; 
business travelers follow their company’s recommendation for a hotel and then use search engines or online travel 
agents to learn more about available hotels. On the contrary, recommendations of friends and colleagues are most 
important to leisure travelers, and then come travel-related websites, search engines, and OTAs (online travel 
agencies). In the decision process, travelers of all kinds turn more to brand website, OTAs, and TripAdvisor, later 
they tended to land on the brand websites or go to an OTA to book. 
 
In their research, Leung et al. (2013) points out to the key role of social media in travel decisions. They realized 
that consumers generally used social media during the research phase of their travel planning process. When 
analyzing the effect of social media upon consumers’ purchase decisions and hotels’ top-line performance, Anderson 
(2012) says that the guest experience became the dominant factor in hotel selection, so review sites continue to be in 
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the forefront when consumers are planning a hotel room purchase. From the hotel’s side, review sites (given 
example TripAdvisor) have the potential to affect hotel performance with their marketing options.  
 
The research by Miguéns et al. (2008) done in Lisbon mainly examining the online agencies reviews, had an 
expressive review about the social media effect on people in hotel decisions. Especially, most of the online agencies 
rate the hotels according to their stars and the visitors’ comments. The research mainly focuses on customer reviews 
power on sorting the available hotels. And, research expresses that customer reviews play a crucial importance while 
selecting the hotels to stay. Furthermore, visitors try to collect information from the local people instead of online 
agencies information or web sites that try to give information about the cities which supports the idea of social media 
power on the people. They want to get the information from local people and then the address should be the social 
media. In conclusion, hotel owners and managers needs to understand this role and should give their full efforts to 
develop and create online interactive methods in order to response the market demands, which means creating 
platforms on social media. 
 
Most studies about social media use and perceptions in hospitality industry reflect consumers’ perspective. One of 
the limited researches about the service providers’ approach to social media, Ayeh et al. (2012) conclude that 
practitioners recognize potential of social media for business promotion and inherent challenges, they use various 
social media applications to influence consumers’ decisions. 
 
In an exploratory study on the different perspectives of social media marketing, Russel (2010) expresses that it is 
a free marketing tool and if used effectively can be beneficial to the hotel with high returns. The finding shows that 
some hotels have more developed social media marketing strategies than others but all are willing to learn and 
develop. Lanz et al. (2010) give examples and recommendations of effective usage of social media by several hotel 
groups and individual hotels. After receiving feedback from the customer, Chan & Denizci Guillet (2011) focuses on 
the importance of fast response. They argues that a late response to online raised concerns contribute to a potential 
loss of business. Noonea et al. (2011) are just interested in revenue management (RM) side of the accommodation 
industry and propose a framework for categorizing social media-related RM opportunities, discuss the issues 
associated incorporating social media into RM decision making. They comment that social media is a great 
opportunity for hoteliers, but they need to be integrated into existing operational, marketing and branding strategies. 
 
As some researchers like Ellion (2007) say, blogging is one of the ways of promotion which is often considered 
as an inexpensive marketing activity as compared to traditional advertising. Due to its advantages, Price and Starkov 
(2006) found that some hotel companies have encouraged visitors to write entries or comments on their hotel blogs 
with rewards. 
 
Mobile applications make another dimension in social media marketing. Concentrating on mobile social media 
and mobile marketing, Kaplan (2012) gives four advices to companies; to integrate their activities into their users’ 
life to avoid being a nuisance, to individualize their activities to take account of user preferences and interests, to 
involve the user through engaging conversations and to initiate the creation of user-generated content. 
 
3. Methodology 
3.1. Research Goal 
In this research we aim to describe the framework of social media and electronic communication usage for the 
marketing purpose of hospitality industry in Turkey that gives acceleration to tourism companies in the manner of 
benchmarking and road mapping for their future efforts. To collect data, a field survey using in-depth questions was 
conducted. 
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3.2. Sample and Data Collection 
Research method is based on qualitative method and data is collected from managers of Istanbul hotels in 
Turkey. As the survey is a qualitative one with in-depth questions, it is conducted on randomly picked 19 hotels in 
total, 10 of which are based at the Anatolian side of Istanbul and 9 are at the European side between February and 
April 2015. Data obtained from those 19 hotels were analyzed through an excel table, categorizing Anatolian and 
European side hotels separately, as well as according to being international or local establishments.       
3.3. Analyses and Results 
There are 11 open ended questions and 7 demographic questions added to the questionnaire for examining the 
social media and mobile application effects on marketing systems. Research is mainly based on face to face 
interviews with the related participants. Samples are mainly collected equal numbers between Anatolian and 
European side hotels. Also, international chain hotel and local hotel number are tried to be equally separated. Aim is 
to examine the differences between Anatolian versus European side hotels and international chain hotel versus local 
hotels in social media and mobile application context. Demographic questions consist of; Hotel Category, Age of the 
Hotel, Hotel Concept, number of full-time and contingent work force, target markets, number of rooms and beds. 
 
Demographic differences between Anatolian and European side hotels are mainly as follows;  
x The first realized of all is the age differences. As the Anatolian side is a rather new destination mainly 
started to emerge in the new millennium after Istanbul Park (Formula 1 race track) and Sabiha Gokcen 
International Airport started serving, the ages of sample hotels are starting from 7 months to 10 years. Age 
average of the district is 4 years. However, the European side of Istanbul has been used as an international 
tourist destination since 1950s, so the sample hotels are from 1 to 27 years old. The average age of 
European side is 9.7 years.   
x The categories of hotels at both sides differentiate as well. Sample hotels at the Anatolian side are 
homogeneous, while the ones at the European side have so different categories. Out of 10 sample 
establishments at the Anatolian side of Istanbul, 6 of them are 5 stars International chain and the rest 4 
hotels are 5 stars local chain hotels. Out of 9 hotels at the European side, 2 International chain hotels are 5 
stars and 3 stars respectively. There are 6 local chain hotels (one is 5*, one is 4+*, two are 4* and 2 are 
Special class) and there is just 1 local single hotel. 
x Contract type of two international chain hotels at the Anatolian side is Management, where the rest four are 
Franchise hotels. One of the local chain hotels is invest partner and the other 3 are management hotels 
(owners run the hotels). In the European side, all 7 local hotels are run by their owner (Management), the 
5* international chain is Franchise and 3* international chain has Management contract.  
x Main target markets are different for the hotels at both sides of Istanbul. Due to reasons, like Sabiha 
Gokcen Airport attracting local passengers more and Via Port outlet shopping center hosting thousands of 
people from all over Turkey every day, the main target market at the Anatolian side hotels is Turkey. 
European and Middle Eastern markets follow. Some local chain hotels try to benefit from their location, 
neighboring to business centers of World’s giant brands (Sony, Huawei, etc.) and targeting those markets 
(eg. Far East). Traditionally, hotels at the European side are mainly targeting Europe, USA and Middle 
East. 
x Most of the 19 hotels have city-corporate concept, regardless of their district. Their staff numbers have 
positive relation with their room-bed numbers, again nothing to do with their location, Anatolian or 
European district.     
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Table 1. Istanbul Anatolian District 5* International Chain Hotels, Social Media & Mobile Apps. 
 
Hotel Info Hotel 1 Hotel 2 Hotel 3 Hotel 4 Hotel 5 Hotel 6 
SM Advert. & 
Marketing Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
SM Master 
Marketing 
Dept. / Design 
& PR Agency 
PR & Marketing 
Dept./ Centre, 
Adequate 
Sales & Marketing 
Dept., Adequate 
Sales & 
Marketing 
Director, Not 
Pro. 
Marketing 
Dept. 
Agency, Not 
Adequate 
SM Tools 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
LinkedIn, 
Foursquare 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, 
Google+, 
Pinterest 
FB, Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, Youtube
Facebook, 
Instagram 
Facebook , 
Instagram, 
Twitter 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn 
Popular SM 
Tools 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
1) Instagram 
2)Facebook 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
3)Twitter 
1)Facebook 
2)Twitter 
3)Instagram 
Popular SM 
Tool for Ads. Facebook 
Facebook & 
Instagram Facebook Facebook None Facebook 
Follow 
Customer 
SM/Blogs Yes / Yes Followers / No No / No Yes / No No / No Yes / Yes 
Followers 
which SM 
Tool Facebook 
Instagram, 
Facebook Facebook Facebook 
Facebook, 
Instagram Facebook 
SM Feedback 
Evaluation 
Mechanism 
"Revinate" 
program filters 
and reports to 
center 
"Revinate" 
program filters 
and reports to 
center 
Booking.com 
Tripadvisor IHG 
Reviews. 
"Revinate" 
program filters and 
reports to hotel, 
Guest Relations 
reports to F.O.M. 
and other Dept. 
Managers. Reply 
by phone or e-mail
Guest 
Satisfaction 
Survey, 
Tripadvisor, 
etc. Results 
filtered, 8/10 
and low needs 
instant action 
"Revinate" 
program filters 
and reports to 
center. Guest 
Evaluation 
Survey 
"Revinate" 
program filters 
and reports to 
center. SALT, 
HHonors E 
check-in 
SM 
Campaigns, 
Promos, 
Discounts 
None, center 
decides 
Last minute 
opportunities on 
booking.com 
etc, special 
event discounts 
on group sales 
Special days, 
current promos are 
posted to SM 
Facebook 
(Thursdays-
Friday 
discounts, Sushi 
%10 Discount, 
etc.) None 
Women, 
Special Day 
and Week-end 
Discounts, 
Massage, etc. 
Barriers using 
SM 
No control 
mechanism, 
slow response / 
central 
No control 
mechanism, 
client unhappy 
of taxi but rates 
negative to hotel
Organizational 
barriers (no special 
staff just for SM), 
Mis-information 
SM channels 
are few, 
unattractive None 
Limitations 
form Hilton 
Center 
Mobile Apps Web embedded 
General app. 
(Carlson 
Rezidor - One 
Touch), 
booking, buying, 
web visit, map. 
Best rate 
guarantee 
IHG mobile app 
(review, booking, 
sale) 
Information, 
Instant check-in 
& check-out 
HHonors 
(Instant update, 
interface with 
Revinate) 
HHonors 
(Instant update, 
interface with 
Revinate) 
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Open ended Research Questions are mainly questioning; 
x Advertising and marketing efforts on social media 
x Using agencies for social media accounts 
x Used social media channels 
x Social media preferences 
x Control systems for examining customers’ social media accounts 
x Feedback systems on marketing efforts based on social media and mobile applications 
x Barriers  
x CRM systems on mobile and social media 
x Mobile application usage 
Table 2. Istanbul Anatolian District 5* Local Chain Hotels, Social Media & Mobile Apps. 
 
Out of 10 hotels at the Anatolian side, 9 of them are using Social Media channels for advertising and marketing 
their service product. From 9 hotels at the European side, 3 local hotels are advertising and marketing with limited 
social media channels and one local hotel is using them just for advertisement. In Anatolian side hotels, social media 
operations are generally run by their Sales & Marketing Departments, two of them get support from their center, and 
four of them are supported by social media agencies. Four hotels at Anatolian side are not satisfied with their social 
media adequacy. However in the hotels of European side, social media masters differ; PR or SM agencies, Front 
Office manager, sales & marketing team, corporate communications dept., IT manager, PR dept. or central office. 
Most of the hotel managers are not satisfied with their adequacy. International chains run social media by their sales 
& marketing team and are satisfied with their work; local hotels don’t have a proper social media system, some of 
them find it unnecessary, while some do know they have to improve.  
Hotel Info Hotel 7 Hotel 8 Hotel 9 Hotel 10 
SM Advert. & 
Marketing Yes Yes Yes Yes 
SM Master 
Head Office (S&M Comm. 
Director), Hotel (S&M Exec.) / 
Big Agency, Adequate 
PR Manager SM Agency of CEO, not very professional 
Sales Office, not 
active 
SM Tools FB, Twitter, Instagram, 
Foursquare, LinkedIn, etc. 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Pinterest, 
Foursquare 
Facebook, Twitter Facebook 
Popular SM Tools 1)Facebook 2)Twitter 1)Facebook 2)Instagram 3)Twitter 1)Facebook 2)Twitter Facebook 
Popular SM Tool 
for Ads. Facebook Facebook Facebook None 
Follow Customer 
SM Acc. / Travel 
Blogs 
Yes / Yes Yes / Yes Company executives / As a hobby No / No 
Followers on which 
SM Tool Facebook Facebook, Instagram Facebook Facebook 
SM Feedback 
Evaluation 
Mechanism 
Collected At Head Office, 
Forwards, replied within that day 
Not much from SM, 
Hotel’s Survey 
Booking.com, 
tripadvisor.com 
feedbacks come to FOM, 
related depts. Solve, FOM 
calls 
Sales Office, action 
and reply 
SM Campaigns, 
Promos, Discounts 
Special Day Promotions, Stay 2 - 
Pay 1 Special Day Promotions %10 discount None 
Barriers using SM People Misusing Low reach to posts without advertisement 
No control mechanism, 
brand is not well-known None 
Mobile Apps 
About to, kiosks within the hotel 
for evaluation during stay, Gust 
Relations and related department 
handle 
None None About to this year 
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The most used social media tools are, Facebook by far, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and Foursquare. Anatolian 
side hotels focus on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, while European side hotels use Foursquare, LinkedIn, 
Google+ and Youtube as well. Besides, Facebook and Instagram is the most popular like the world wide usage 
ratios which shows that hotels follow the market tendencies. Almost every hotel use social media channel to 
announce their current campaigns. Only three of the 19 sample hotels do social media based discounts. Also, many 
hotels perform online price oriented campaigns through the Facebook, but international chain hotels suffer from 
high bureaucracy, which prevents them to response online market demands and solve operational conflicts rapidly. 
Table 3. Istanbul European District Hotels, Social Media & Mobile Apps. 
 
Hotel Info Hotel 11 Hotel 12 Hotel 13 Hotel 14 Hotel 15 
SM Advert. & Marketing Yes Yes (minor, from centre) Yes Yes Yes (limited)
SM Master 
Corporate 
Communications 
Dept., Needs 
Agency support 
Online Master (SM 
Executive) at the 
centre, Adequate for 
now 
IT Manager 
SM Agency, not 
enough 
professional for 
hospitality 
Public 
Relations 
SM Tools 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, Google+, 
Youtube 
FB, Instagram, Twitter, 
LinkedIn 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, Google+, 
Pinterest, Youtube, 
Tumblr 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, 
Google+, 
Pinterest, 
Youtube 
Facebook, 
Instagram 
Popular SM Tools 
1)Facebook 
2)Twitter 
3)LinkedIn 
4)Instagram 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 3)LinkedIn 
4)Twitter 
1)Facebook 
2)Twitter 
3)Instagram 
1)Facebook 
2)Foursquare 
3)Twitter 
4)Instagram 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
Popular SM Tool for Ads. Facebook Facebook Facebook & Foursquare 
Facebook & 
Google+ Facebook 
Follow Customer SM Acc. / Travel Blogs Yes / Yes(Instagram) Yes / Yes Yes / Yes Not yet Yes / Yes 
Followers on which SM Tool Twitter Facebook Facebook Facebook Facebook 
SM Feedback Evaluation Mechanism 
"Revinate" program 
filters and reports to 
Customer Relations 
Dept. Written 
replies 
Hotel replies on the 
same channel/ 
"TRUST" program e-
mails all comments to 
hotel, criticised with 
the department, after 
solution guest is 
informed written or by 
phone call 
"Medilia" program 
filters and reports to 
centre 
Trust You 
program filters 
and reports to 
hotel 
Not much 
feedbacks 
SM Campaigns, Promos, Discounts 
Facebook (Special 
Day and Wedding 
Package campaigns)
None 
Special rate 
accommodation, 
food & beverage / 
competitions 
Facebook 
(country oriented 
campaigns, øtaly-
Spain-Greece), 
Tripadvisor 
(special day 
discounts) 
Announcing 
current 
campaigns on 
SM 
Barriers using SM 
No control 
mechanism, all 
comments are 
published 
No control mechanism 
or filtering the 
complaints (some 
guests complain for the 
whole service against 
small things to get 
compensation) 
Finding topics for 
the posts are time 
consuming 
Real numbers, 
real customers are
not clear. 
Uncontrolled 
info. Sharing 
Difficulty 
finding 
specialised 
people, need 
of SM staff 
Mobile Apps About to, soon None Web site compatiblewith mobile apps 
None, not useful 
for the hotel 
Web site 
compatible 
with mobile 
apps 
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An impressive result of one international chain property is that; they are building their online strategy with 
estimation of %70 of their reservations from new media channels. Now, they just grab %20 of their reservation 
online, which shows their philosophy of new escalating technological tools. 
 
To talk about the evolution and feedback mechanism on social media, we can collect them in two groups. Half of 
the hotels use classical methods, such as, using phone, e-mail, sales office, front office staff feedbacks, besides 
individual based communication channels like TripAdvisor, Booking.com, Expedia.com, Hotels.com, Facebook, 
etc. The other half is using text data mining tools, such as, “Revinate” and “Medelia” application software, which 
produce statistical and graphical reports through filtering the feedback from evaluation sites and blogs. 
 
Barriers faced in using social media channel as a marketing tool are; control mechanism issue (which means, on 
most of the evaluation sites, every comment is published no matter if the person is/was a customer of that hotel or 
not), number of staff allocated to deal with feedbacks, and hierarchical system of international chain hotels in 
particular. 
Table 4. Istanbul European District Hotels, Social Media & Mobile Apps. (Continued) 
 
All of the hotels use web pages for collecting reservations and share their service and hotels’ information through 
web, but we face an expressive result about the mobile applications that just, few of them have full service support 
Hotel Info Hotel 16 Hotel 17 Hotel 18 Hotel 19 
SM Advert. & Marketing Yes (limited) Advertisement Yes Yes 
SM Master 
Front Office 
Manager, 
Learning 
PR Agency, not 
much effective 
Front Office 
Manager, not very 
professional, 
improving (Agency 
next year) 
Sales & Marketing Team, SM 
Agency for Marketing, Not 
updating enough, not very 
adequate 
SM Tools Facebook 
FB, Twitter, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, 
Pinterest 
FB, Twitter, 
Foursquare, 
LinkedIn, Google+ 
FB, Instagram, Twitter, 
Foursquare 
Popular SM Tools Facebook 
1)Facebook 
2)Instagram 
3)Twitter 
1)Facebook 
2)Twitter 3)LinkedIn 
4)Foursquare 
1)Facebook 2)Instagram 
3)Foursquare 
Popular SM Tool for Ads. None Facebook Facebook Facebook 
Follow Customer SM Acc. / Travel Blogs Yes / No Yes / Yes Yes / No No / No 
Followers on which SM Tool Facebook Facebook Facebook Facebook 
SM Feedback Evaluation Mechanism 
Front Office, 
action and 
reply 
Sales & Marketing 
Directory CRM 
Section collects and 
replies 
Facebook feedbacks 
reported by Front 
Office, answers are 
prepared during 
operation meeting, 
reply 
SM comments are replied just 
below. SALT (customer 
questionnaire) is replied via 
phone or e-mail. If the rating is 
below specific number, it 
should be replied within 48hrs. 
SM Campaigns, Promos, Discounts 
Very limited 
and 
unsuccessful 
on Facebook 
Special Days Facebook (discounts) No (Centre do, winter sale…) 
Barriers using SM Staff not 
enough 
Permanent Necessity 
and timing of 
preparation of 
professional design 
with an agency  
Time consuming 
Dependency to centre (Hilton 
SM rules must be followed, no 
publishing clients' photos 
without permission, etc.) 
Mobile Apps About to this 
year None None 
HHonors (property, rate, 
location search; regional 
announcements, online check-
in check-out for members) 
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mobile applications. Around half of the hotels use mobile applications for the aim of sharing information which are 
transformed through their current websites without online purchasing option. And, the other half of the hotels claims 
that they are using tourism agencies mobile applications. Hotels, who are not having mobile application realized that 
this is a necessity and they are planning to have them in short time period.       
 
Generally, hotel managers have complaints about social media control mechanisms, for instance customers or 
anyone can publish negative comments through the social media channel and while detecting and responding period, 
customers can be directly affected with these comments. Local managers though, are commonly well-educated and 
they are following new technology trends with having high abilities to operate these new technologies. Moreover, 
they are willing to adapt new automation and social media oriented tools like mobile applications to their hotels 
management and marketing services. But, generally they have disappointments related to their hotels’ owners that 
hotel owners are trying to operate the business in traditional ways with old fashioned marketing strategies which are 
usually advertisement oriented efforts. In Turkey, most of the business survives not only with the managers’ 
abilities, but by the support of the boss, which means that they don’t succeed in institutionalization process. They 
are owner centered that creates trade-off. They have to go through two separate directions; one of them is to act in 
professional way, as following local marketing trends staff dependently, or following bureaucracy by taking 
centralized decisions. For instance; one international chain hotel in Turkey is managed from Dubai, which has no 
clues about the Turkish market with high technological framework and social media experts. The other choice is to 
operate with in-house customized solutions by low level automation tools, but following the local market trends 
with short response time.  
 
Consequently, everything depends on hierarchical structure and management philosophy. Because, tourism 
industry is a part of service business that needs instant solutions and enhanced marketing tools. If you will response 
market demands and solve the conflicts rapidly, you will survive. Most of the local hotel owners, while having over 
qualified managers, do not act with the sectors’ necessities.        
4. Conclusion 
The main aim of the research is to describe the framework of social media and electronic communication usage 
such as web pages and mobile applications for the marketing and customer relationship management purpose of 
tourism sector in Turkey which will enables acceleration to tourism companies in the manner of benchmarking and 
road mapping for their future efforts. 
 
There are three main dimensions of the research; social media, web based marketing and mobile based 
applications. Findings underline the results as into two which are international and local chain hotel. And also, in 
three dimensions; we face that being a member of an international or local chain hotel creates differentiation factors 
between the hotels.  
 
Both of the sides covering local chain and international hotel has realized the positive effects of the social media 
and customer relationship management, but they operate in different styles which has positive and negative sides for 
the companies. Local chain hotels provides the social media operation with their marketing staff located inside their 
hotels and they are acting less professionally and creates personal dependency to marketing person. In the other side, 
international hotels have central social media operation center with more enhanced social media tools, but they 
cannot reach to all of the events in the world wide.   
 
The tradeoff occurs; being central and professional with lower customization for all customer operations and 
marketing needs or being local chain hotel with unsystematic approach to your local customer but producing more 
customized solutions. 
Local and international chain hotels have both well working web sites but in the manner of CRM approaches, 
international chain hotels really support loyalty programs and feedback mechanism and they operate better than the 
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local chain hotels. In the mobile application context, there is a huge difference in two sides. Most of the international 
chain hotels give service on mobile application and few of the give full service like web pages such as online 
reservation, CRM, payment and etc. But, local chain hotels really are lagging behind which is the reason of the 
management philosophy. Most of the local chain hotel manager and staff are aware of social media, CRM and 
mobile applications power on the customers and their company, but the owners of the local chain hotels are 
traditional marketing oriented people which creates a difference between the international and local chain hotel. 
They just try to catch the new trend; they do not giving their all effort on new media and related tools compared to 
international chain hotels. They could operate well in web paged services, but unfortunately, insufficient in social 
media, CRM and mobile application context.     
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